and ions, in order to study the structure of matter and basic forces of nature on an unprecedentedly fine scale. To achieve this goal at an ecoI~omicaily acceptable cost, the LIIC is bawl on the gcneraliscd use of high-field superconducting magnets with Nb-Ti windings operating in superfluid helium at 1.9 K. In CEFWs tradition of maximising the scientific return of capital investment, the LHC will be installed in the existing 26.7-km circumference tunnel which prcsemly houses the LEP electron-positron collider, and will re-use the four large-capacity helium refrigerators of U P 121, as well as the well-proven, smooth-running ne~work OF pre-accelerators and injectors, The project also draws on sevcral decades of know-how of the laboratory in the key tcchnologies of appiied superconductivity, cryogcnics and ultra-high vacum, not to Besides the above geographic considerations, the tunnel lics for geo-technical reasons, L R plane with a slope of 1.4 % with rcspcct to the horizonhl, tlius resulting in elevation differcum d up to 120 in across tlie tunnel diameter. 00th aspects raised concern about hydrostatic heads arid risk of flow instabilities for liquid-vapour systems or ncar-critical fluids such as often encountered in tryogenics.
I. INTRODUCTION
The Inrge H&on Collider (LHC), presently under construction at Cl3RN, will be upon its completion in 2005 the Iargcst scientific instrument in the world [l]. It will accelerate arid bring irito collision intcnse beams of protons and ions, in order to study the structure of matter and basic forces of nature on an unprecedentedly fine scale. To achieve this goal at an ecoI~omicaily acceptable cost, the LIIC is bawl on the gcneraliscd use of high-field superconducting magnets with Nb-Ti windings operating in superfluid helium at 1.9 K. In CEFWs tradition of maximising the scientific return of capital investment, the LHC will be installed in the existing 26.7-km circumference tunnel which prcsemly houses the LEP electron-positron collider, and will re-use the four large-capacity helium refrigerators of U P 121, as well as the well-proven, smooth-running ne~work OF pre-accelerators and injectors, The project also draws on sevcral decades of know-how of the laboratory in the key tcchnologies of appiied superconductivity, cryogcnics and ultra-high vacum, not to 
X. CONCLUSION
Altar some ten years of pluridisciplinary R&D, the novel technical choices €or the LHC cryogenic system have been validated, and are now being implemented as project construction is progressing and industrial procurement of the series components and subsystems is under m y .
